PAYMENT CARD DATA – PCI TRAINING
COURSE OUTLINE
1. INTRODUCTION
2. PCI OVERVIEW
• Identifying Payment Card Data
• Threats
• Costs and Penalties
3. COLLECTION AND STORAGE
OF PAYMENT CARD DATA
• Minimizing Collection
• Data Storage
• Physical Security
• Data Disposal
4. PROTECTING PAYMENT
CARD DATA
• Passwords
• Protecting the Network
• Checking for Tampering
5. CONCLUSION

Payment Card Data – PCI
Module ~ 16 mins
Video Only ~ 13 mins
Our PCI awareness training program, Payment Card Data
– PCI, provides PCI training to all employees who handle
payment card data. This course provides basic
information for a lay audience.
The 5 video segments discuss the special ways that
payment card data must be protected under the Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS). Video
segments are interspersed with 8 quiz questions.
PCI-DSS TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
PCI-DSS 12.6 – Implement a formal security awareness program to make
all personnel aware of the importance of cardholder data security.
PCI-DSS 12.6.1 – Educate personnel upon hire and at least annually.
PCI-DSS 12.6.1.a – Verify that the security awareness program provides
multiple methods of communicating awareness and educating personnel.

PCI-DSS 12.6.1.b – Verify that personnel attend awareness training upon
hire and at least annually.
PCI-DSS 12.6.2 – Verify that the security awareness program requires
personnel to acknowledge, in writing or electronically, at least annually
that they have read and understand the information security policy.
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ABOUT TEACHPRIVACY
The TeachPrivacy Advantage
Expertise

Topical

Our training is created by Professor
Daniel Solove, an internationallyknown expert in privacy and security.

We cover more than 50 topics,
including HIPAA, FERPA, GLBA,
phishing, passwords, portable devices,
social media, and much more.

Interactive

Engaging

SCORM-complaint modules have
interactive quizzes and activities.

Your workforce will want to take our
training – and they’ll remember it.

Short and Modular

Customizable

We have comprehensive courses and
short individual modules on
particular topics.

We can customize anything

“In short, easily understood sessions, Professor Solove personally
explains the concepts of information security and privacy in plain
language. The excellent content combined with Solove’s well-earned
reputation make the TeachPrivacy series an essential part of an effective
information security awareness program in any organization.”
– Dennis Devlin, CISO, CPO and Senior VP of Privacy Practice, Savanture

TeachPrivacy was founded by Professor Daniel J. Solove, the John Marshall Harlan Research
Professor of Law at the George Washington University Law School. He is also a Senior Policy
Advisor at the law firm of Hogan Lovells. One of the world’s leading experts in privacy law,
Solove has authored 10 books and more than 50 articles. He is the lead author of the most
widely-used textbook on information privacy law. He has given lectures around the world,
testified before Congress, spoken at the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Dep’t of
Education, FCC, FTC, the Library of Congress, and countless universities.
Professor Solove has been interviewed and featured in several hundred media
broadcasts and articles, including the New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, USA Today, AP, Time, Reader’s Digest, ABC, CBS,
NBC, CNN, and NPR. His LinkedIn Influencer blog has more than 870,000 followers.
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